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PRESS RELEASE – Stand EP22 – Primary Teaching Show – April 2009 

Boys love Friends and Heroes – a KS2 RE Resource with SEAL 
links! 

Teacher feedback tells us that boys really appreciate the male role-
models and the exciting stories in Friends and Heroes!  

The Series 2 pack of Friends and Heroes - a new video RE resource for Key 
Stage 2 pupils - will be available at the Early Years and Primary Teaching 
Show, Manchester Central from 24 – 25 April. Schools throughout the UK 
already use Series 1 and this new pack of 26 easy-to-use lesson plans, with 
SEAL and PSHE links will be eagerly welcomed by many primary teachers.  

Friends and Heroes weaves Bible stories from both Old and New 
Testaments into a vivid, historical, animated adventure story. Children 
share in the adventure, recognising the courage and compassion needed to 
overcome the everyday dangers faced by Macky and his friends. And Macky 
learns that one person can make a difference - as a friend, or as a hero. 

“Friends and Heroes is great to use. Children engage with the mix of 
different cartoon styles. It's obvious when the 'cartoon story' moves in to 
retelling key stories from the Bible and makes the Bible accessible 
without trivialising or preaching. Its potential to help children learn is 
huge,” said one teacher. 

In each episode the friends share Bible stories as a way of encouraging 
each other and introduce a new generation of children, whatever their 
faith, to these stories in a very natural way.  

Quality video material – originally shown on BBC TV  
Series 1 of Friends and Heroes was shown on BBC2 Schools in 2007 
introducing Macky and Portia to an eager audience of 7-11 years olds.  

The teenagers meet in Roman occupied Alexandria in 69AD and in Series 2 
move to the besieged city of Jerusalem in AD70 where Macky’s main aim is 
to rescue Daniel – one of the Jewish rebels. Inside the city Macky sees at 
first hand the terrible consequences of the Roman siege as the people 
starve and grow more desperate by the day.  As the story unfolds Macky 
becomes a courier between Jerusalem and the outside world; rescues the 
children of the city; disguises himself as a young Roman; stops the Romans 
using an enormous battering ram against the city walls and finally rescues 
Daniel! 

Win exclusive Friends and Heroes artwork! 
We will have one unique, original pencil-drawing, used in the actual 
animation of Friends and Heroes, to give away each day at the show! 
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These signed and card-mounted artwork prizes look wonderful framed and delegates need to 
answer one simple question correctly to be entered into the daily prize draw! 

Easy-to-use Lesson Plans and Pupil Worksheets available 
“The DVDs have captured the interest of children of all ages in the school and we have been 
very pleased with the quality of the materials,” said an RE teacher recently. 

This excellent RE resource including lesson plans and pupil worksheets was created in 
association with The Stapleford Centre. The lesson plans are designed to complement the 
national RE syllabus guidelines for ages 7-11 throughout the UK and also provide SEAL and 
other cross-curricular links where appropriate. Teachers can download and print as many 
worksheets as they need for class use. Costing just £3.46 per lesson, £90 per pack, there is no 
better value RE resource. 

Each Friends and Heroes DVD is fully accessible with Audio Description for the Blind and 
Subtitles in English for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing plus Subtitles in a number of the UK’s 
ethnic community languages.  

Lesson themes include:  
Overcoming obstacles 
Learning to trust 
Dealing with bullies 

Loving our enemies 
Generosity 
Hope  

 
The lesson material is so easy-to-use that it is ideal for the non-specialist RE teacher in a 
primary school classroom by including clear learning objectives and curriculum links. The 
lessons can be previewed on-line at www.friendsandheroes.com/lessons  

DVD Packs for schools 
Available direct from Friends and Heroes, schools can buy the special Series Presenters’ Packs 
at just £90 each (schools can be invoiced against official purchase orders). Each pack includes 
a free lifetime series Public Display Licence and permission to reproduce the lesson material 
as required. Series 1 and 2 packs are now complete and Series 3 DVDs are available to pre-
order and will be despatched as they are produced.  

See www.friendsandheroes.com/opp for further details including payment options. 

A recent user of the TES Resource Bank described these lessons as “Fantastic!” and asked, 
“Why doesn't every TV show have such excellent materials?” He gave them a top, five-star, 
rating too. TJ, another teacher said, “My class has been enthralled with the episodes. I'm 
equally impressed.” 

ends 

To arrange interviews with members of the production team contact: 
DAVE CARLOS - Marketing Director 

Telephone at the show: 07811 334290 
Email: dave.carlos@friendsandheroes.com 

 
Additional information about Friends and Heroes can be found on the following websites:  

www.friendsandheroes.com                      www.friendsandheroes.tv 


